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In This Chapter: 
What is an Electric? 
What is an Electric expected to do? 
What does an Electric need to have? 
How does an Electric find work? 
What’s a typical day in the life of an Electric like? 
How does an Electric “move up”? 
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What the heck is an Electric? 
Also known as a “Juicer” and frequently confused with being a Grip, an Electric 
is responsible for anything that has to be plugged in on a set. Generally, a crew 
of four Electrics run cable and set lights in coordination with the Grip 
Department. 
 
 
So how much can I make doing this? 
On a typical twelve-week feature, expect to take home between $30,000 to 
$40,000. As with all the other BELOW-THE-LINE jobs, your typical working scenario 
will be to do one or two twelve-week jobs per year, or one episodic television 
series, with the rest of the time spent dayplaying. A typical nine-month long 
episodic television series schedule can put approximately $80,000 in your bank 
account. 
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What do I really need to know?  

 
CONDOR 

 
A Condor Operator is an extra person 
hired for that day largely because he’ll 
be stuck up in the sky literally for hours 
at a time.  Beyond doing his job of 
aiming the lights, he can take music, 
books, and/or a little TV with him.   A 
hammock can be fashioned from a 
“FURNEY PAD” and rope.  All of that is 
fair game as long as you are in constant 
radio contact with the ground in case 
you are asked to adjust anything.  It’s a 
solitary effort as you are left to watch 
the rest of the crew scurrying about 
down below.   
 
You’ll get paid a bit more to operate a 
condor, but not so much as to make a 
huge financial difference.  Still, taking 
the time to become certified only 
expands your marketability and may 
help you to work with crews with whom 
you otherwise might not have the 
opportunity.   
 
To do this job on mainstream 
Hollywood projects, you have to get into 
IATSE Local 728 and then take the 
training course.  You can operate a 
“condor” on a non-union show and not 
be certified, but safety is still an issue.  
The Production Company is permitted to 
sign off on liability when they rent the 
equipment, but they now are taking 
responsibility for any accidents.  That 
may seem generous to them, but anyone 
who dies because a non-certified condor 
operator causes an accident won’t be in a 
position to care. 
 
 

 
I just set lights and plug ‘em in? 
One day the Gaffer may say to you, “I 
need a tweeny on a triple riser baby 
over there. Put some 216 and ¼ O on 
it, and it’s for a rim light kicking the 
Actor sitting where I am.” If you know 
there’s a lunchbox sitting right where it 
needs to be and you don’t need a 
stinger, tell him, “I got that.” You have 
to go to the carts at the staging area, 
get the correct stand out, put the 
correct type of light on it, making sure 
it has its barndoors and its scrim bag. 
Next get the cut diffusion and the cut 
color, have C-47s on your belt, bring 
some dirt if it’s in danger of tipping 
over, and ask the Grips for help if there 
is anything else you might need to 
make it safe.  
 
If you understood everything in the 
above paragraph, you’re probably 
ready to be a Set Electrician. 
If not, you have to learn about the 
equipment and how a set runs. 
Contact the large lighting supply 
companies in town, like Mole 
Richardson, ARRI, and LTM lighting, and 
get their catalogs. Look through them 
and familiarize yourself with all the 
various instruments (tungsten, open 
face, etc), including cable and power-
distribution tools. 
 
For the most part, you aren’t required 
to have any special certification to do 
this job at any level. However, it’s in 
your best interest to understand how 
power works. It’s crucial for you to 
know how to prepare for and deal with 
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What I Really Want To Do Is Electric!  

any and all power-related problems that could arise.  
 
One particular area that does require specific training is for operating a 
“condor.” Both OSHA (Occupational Health and Safety Administration) and 
IATSE (International Alliance of Theater and Stage Employees) require that you 
have certification to operate this machine safely. A condor is used to either 
raise a camera or, more frequently, to mount lights. This requires someone who 
is not afraid of heights, who is comfortable with big machines, and who can 
handle really big lighting units (18,000–24,000 watt lights or Lighting Strikes units 
at 250,000, 500,000, or even a million watts). The standard household light bulb is 
a mere 100 watts. 
 
Apart from the hardware, you have to understand phasing and power. IATSE 
Local 728 has a safety and training program available for that also; however, 
you have to be a member to take it. The program isn’t required, but you need 
to know the things they teach in order to work. Chances are that you’ll spend 
some time in the nonunion world first, so you’ll get much of your education 
there. At the minimum, you have to know what “110 and 120” means and the 
difference between the two. You should know the purpose and function of the 
ground. Learn about rigging and using a dimmer board. If you have an 
electrical background in some other industry, the basics will be similar. However 
it’s important to keep in mind that providing electrics for film isn’t the same as 
for a house, for instance, because what you are “creating” on a set is 
temporary. A house is designed to last for decades, but each camera setup 
lasts just minutes. The equipment and the protocols are very different.  
 
 
 
What so I really need to have? 

 
The lights are rented.  What 
could I possibly need? 
Practically anybody can figure out 
how to put a light on a stand and 
plug it in. But you’re making good 
money because of your ability to a) 
create an environment where 
problems won’t happen and b) 
quickly diagnose and solve 
problems if they do. For that, you’ll 
need just a few tools and a tool 
belt to keep them close.  
              Figure 30.1  Your toolbelt 
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Start with a good pair of gloves. You’re working with heavy equipment that gets 
very hot, very quickly. Leather or Kevlar-tip gloves are recommended. Expect to 
pay around $25 for a pair. Attach them to your belt with a battery clip, which is 
available from any auto parts store for just a few dollars. The belt itself will cost 
around $40, and a pouch to carry small things is another $30.  

 
Aside from the gloves, you’ll want 
to have an assortment of tools at 
the ready: a utility knife, a six-inch 
steel rubber-coated crescent 
wrench that opens extra wide, a 
3/16 T-handle Allen wrench to 
tighten lug nuts, needle-nose pliers, 
an all-in-one screwdriver with a 
Phillips head on one side and a 
standard head on the other, and a 
pair of heavy wire cutters. You can 

 Figure 30.2  Voltage meter                buy most of these tools in a variety 
                 of handle colors. Keeping track of  
what’s yours is easier if you pick one color that you can use for all your tools.  
 
A stage can be very dark, particularly away from the set. A quality Xenon 
flashlight is about $150. A voltmeter that reads AC and DC voltage and 
continuity will cost you about $60. 
 
Another handy tool to have is an inductive tester. Without exposing the copper 
inside the cable, the inductive tester tells you if a cable has electricity running 
through it by reading the magnetic field that is created if electricity is present. 
All you do is hold it close to the wire. It can be yours for around $30.  
 
Everything is labeled very specifically when it comes to electrics. You need a 
red Sharpie to mark items that are “AC” and a black Sharpie to label items that 
are “DC.” You’ll also use phase tape, which is simply electrical tape used to 
label the legs of power from the generator with a color code system. 
 
You’ll also carry around an alcohol pad or two. There are some very expensive 
light bulbs that you will have to handle at some point. They are literally worth 
thousands of dollars each and can be damaged quite easily. Beyond just 
dropping a bulb like this, if you happen to touch it, the skin oil on your hand will 
cause that part of the glass to be a little bit darker. With that high-intensity light 
source mere inches away from the glass, that dark spot will heat up quicker 
than the rest of the bulb. The result is a violently loud explosion, which often 
destroys it and the unit that it’s in. To avoid this unfortunate mishap, you will 
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install the lamp into the lighting instrument with a cloth between your hands 
and the glass. Then you’ll wipe it down with the alcohol pad, which will remove 
any skin oil transferred to the bulb. The alcohol evaporates quickly, so that by 
the time the unit is fired up, the bulb should be clean and safe to use. 
 
 
What’s the best way for someone to reach me? 
Let everyone know when you’re available and keep your name fresh in their 
minds. The Union Local’s Available List (IATSE Local 728) might help you, but 
you’re better off just leaving your cell phone and pager on all the time. 
 
 
 

Where do I really need to go? 
 

I just want to work. 
Anywhere there is a stage, there will be a need to plug some lights in. You can 
learn a lot of the basics on small projects or in local theater productions. To 
break into the larger Hollywood arena, though, you’ll need to be in a place 
where you can be available for very-short-notice calls. Let those who are 
working know that you are available. When work is slow (and it is periodically), 
most of the jobs will go to the established crew in the area first. Unless you have 
a specific “in,” then you’ll have to be patient until an opportunity arises. 
 
 
So how do I get work? 
The easiest way to learn the job is by working on a Rigging crew. As opposed to 
the pressure of working on a set with A-list actors waiting around for the lighting 
to be finished, on a Rigging crew nobody is watching the clock as impatiently. 
Simply put, the Rigging crew gets a set or location ready so the main unit can 
come to film there at some point in the near future and not have to waste time 
starting from scratch. If you’re going to make a mistake by grabbing the wrong 
lighting instrument or dropping something, this is the time and place to do it.  
 
On small independent projects, you’ll start working on set right away. Once 
you’ve made the move to union work, the Rigging Crew will most likely be your 
first stop. Depending on the size of the project, the typical number of workers on 
a Rigging crew could equal or surpass the shooting crew. There is a Rigging 
Gaffer, a Rigging Best Boy, and anywhere from three to twenty or more Rigging 
Electrics. There may also be a Pusher, who acts essentially as a foreman. While 
there, learn the tools and equipment. See how the crew dresses. See what tools 
they carry. See how they interact with other departments. If you want to keep 
working, be quiet and aware. Don’t show off to impress anyone. Just doing your 
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job well and efficiently will go further than anything you can say in words. Once 
you’ve proven yourself as competent on a Rigging crew, you may be invited to 
work on an actual shooting set. 
 
 
 

What am I getting myself into? 
 
So who actually calls and hires me? 
Often, a production already in progress will suddenly need extra help. The 
Gaffer and Best Boy will probably already have long lists of possible Electrics to 
call. If none of those attempts works out, the Best Boy will approach the other 
Electrics to see if they have any suggestions. If you have been networking well, 
with any luck, your name is on one of those lists and you might get a call. 
 
 
Okay, I got the job.  What now? 
If you get called to dayplay on a project already in progress, make sure you 
know the call time, location, and environmental conditions you’ll be working in. 
Grab your tool belt and get to set a little early to have time to introduce 
yourself and familiarize yourself with the equipment. 
 
If you are fortunate enough to get hired for the length of a show, then your first 
stop will be to the rental house. The Gaffer and Best Boy most likely have 
already been there for a few days ordering all the minutia you’ll need. You and 
the rest of the Electrics will come in to help the Best Boy test every piece of gear 
and then load it onto the truck. This may take up to a week or two, depending 
on the size of the equipment package. This process gives everyone the peace 
of mind that all the gear works the way it should. 
 
 
PRE-RIGGING 
 
Not everyone works on a shooting set.  You may be hired as part of a Rigging 
Crew.  If the production is significantly large enough and the schedule 
demands it, a production will hire an entirely separate crew whose primary 
function is to get a set ready to shoot on.  This job typically entails laying out a 
lot of cable and hanging a lot of lights.  What you do and how much really 
depends upon the sequences to be shot.    If you are setting up a night exterior 
in a city, then chances are that there will be some fairly long cable runs and 
probably some larger lighting units to secure somewhere.  However, if the main 
unit will be shooting a day exterior sequence, your workload will probably be 
lessened quite a bit in comparison.  Sometimes multiple rigging crews are 
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working in different places.  On a rigging 
crew, you work less hours, but as 
opposed to being with the main unit, 
you’ll have more intense hours.  On set,  

 
 

DISTRIBUTION 
 

AC or DC power is provided by a 
portable generator, or “genny.”   
 

 
 
The prerig crew will run cables from the 
GENNY to the set and into the 
distribution amplifiers. 
 

 
 

Cables are run from here out to the set 
and into “LUNCHBOXES” which provide 
the appropriate connections for lights 
and other electrical or electronic devices.
 

 

 
you have to stop working while the 
camera is rolling, which hopefully for 
them, is frequently.  A rigging crew, 
however, will go home more fatigued 
than the set crew because you’ve been 
pulling cable and setting things non-stop 
all day long.  
 
Long before you show up for work, the 
Gaffer, Best Boy, and Transportation 
Department will have figured out where 
the Generator needs to be parked.  
Chances are that the Genny won’t be 
around when you pre-rig, so you’ll 
“simply” be laying cable and distributing 
power around the set and leading the 
ends back to where it will eventually be. 
 
Despite the best efforts, a generator still 
makes noise, so it is going to be parked 
far enough away from set to keep the 
Sound Department happy.  What that 
means is a big cable drop for you.  You 
will be laying cables from the generator 
location to the set and then laying more 
cable around the set so that there is 
electricity available at all times.   Cable 
will be distributed using a 4-corners 
approach so that you can bring power 
in from behind camera no matter which 
direction it’s facing. 
 
For instance, let’s say that the Generator 
needs to be 500 feet from the set.  That 
means you need to lay lengths of 4/0 
(four aught) copper cable that distance.  
The cable comes in lengths of 100’ and 
weighs approximately 1 pound per foot.  
But it isn’t just one “run” of cable that 
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provides electricity.  To run 3-phase power it means laying down 5 separate runs 
over 500’.   That’s 500 feet times 5 lengths which works out to 25 separate 
pieces of 100 pound cable to be stretched out.  And that’s just to get power to 
the set.  Then you need to distribute that main power around the set and 
sometimes over it.  Various types of distribution boxes will be placed at the ends 
of the runs and the power is ready to go. 
 
After that’s done, a Rigging Crew may be asked to actually pre-light a portion 
of the set if the Director of Photography and Gaffer feel it is necessary.  
 
 
What will my life really be like? 
 
6:42 A.M.—GET TO WORK 
With this call time and a general crew call just eighteen minutes later, you 
should be able to get the carts off the truck and staged on set. However, if 
you’re ever given a longer pre-call, say two to three hours, most likely you’ll be 
pre-rigging a set before the rest of the shooting crew arrives.  
 
 
7:00 A.M.—GETTING TO SET 
Find your truck, put your tool belt on, grab your walkie-talkie (with headset), get 
the carts off the truck, take what’s needed to set, and stage it neatly. Make 
sure there is power everywhere and that the right equipment is placed where 
you’ll need it. 
 
You may walk into a pre-rigged set. The Rigging crew will have its own 
equipment and its own big truck. All of the Rigging crew’s equipment should be 
labeled with a color specific to their unit. Your main unit equipment is marked 
with a different color. This helps to keep the gear separate and independent. 
When you leave that set, you’ll take your stuff and leave theirs. 
 
The Best Boy Electric and the GENNY Operator will be getting the lines energized, 
and one of the Set Electricians will be reading the voltages to make sure that 
everything was run properly. 
 
 
7:05 A.M.—REHEARSAL 
Although you will be getting specific orders from the Gaffer, it is always helpful 
for you to know as much as possible about the “action” that will take place on 
set. That includes what the Actors are doing as well as where the camera(s) will 
be. Find a place out of the way but within sight of the set. Watch and listen. 
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7:15 A.M.—CAMERA SETUP 
Generally, you will work in teams of two. When the Gaffer asks you to set a 
specific light, you might be the one to get the instrument itself and your partner 
will run the power for it. A third Electric may set the stand or mount for you. 
However you choose to work it, the obvious goal is to work quickly and 
efficiently as a team. 
 
 
7:45 A.M.—ROLL CAMERA 
If you are the Gaffer’s right-hand man on set, then you’ll be watching every 
take, ready to jump in after the cut to fix any problems that arise. 
 
Otherwise, you may be off to prep an upcoming set, strip a set that you left 
behind, or help the Best Boy Electric count inventory or repair something. Or, if 
there is really nothing else to do until the next setup, you can relax for a few 
minutes. 
 
 
8:10 A.M.—CUT, MOVIN’ ON 
When you hear that the setup is finished, you should get back to set and await 
orders from the Gaffer. If the next setup is on the same set, but just from a 
different angle, the lighting may stay fundamentally the same, save for some 
minor adjustments. 
 
You will continue the same routine throughout the day, setup to setup, until 
wrap is called at the end of the night. 
 
 
1:00 P.M.—LUNCH 
The Gaffer will probably ask that you or the Best Boy kill the lights. This can be 
done either at the unit itself or at a LUNCHBOX. Drop your belt at the carts or on 
the truck then head to lunch. 
 
 
2:00 P.M.—BACK TO WORK 
In general, a day exterior will probably be the easiest part of the shooting 
schedule for Electrics. While the Grip Department runs around trying to control 
the natural sunlight, power may only be needed for monitors at VIDEO VILLAGE or 
for coffeemakers at Craft Service. There may be special light “gags,” such as 
emergency-type lights or one or two large units (like a 10K or 20K) used to fill in 
harsh shadows. More often than not, a day exterior scene will take longer than 
expected and the company will be racing to finish before night falls. As this 
“MAGIC HOUR” approaches, the Electric Department will spring into action and 
pull out enough equipment to give the illusion that the Actors are still speaking 
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in daylight even though the sun is dipping below the horizon. This situation 
happens more often than it should, so be ready. 
 
 
9:00 P.M.—WRAP 
If you are shooting on a “hot set,” the chances are that most of the lighting will 
remain in place overnight and the company will pick up where they left off in 
the morning.  
 
If the set is wrapped, the Electrics will pull all the lights and power back to the 
carts and the truck. This can take anywhere from a few minutes to an hour or 
more after camera wrap. If there is Rigging crew equipment on set, leave that 
and they will come back later to pick it up after you’ve gone. 
 
 
 

What I really want to do is move up! 
 
In a typical union progression, you have to be a Best Boy Electric before 
becoming a Gaffer. The Best Boy physically prepares and tracks all lighting 
equipment and manpower used by the Electric Department before, during, 
and after principal photography. He also works with the Rigging Best Boy and 
Rigging Gaffer to coordinate equipment and instructions from the DP. On set, 
the Best Boy coordinates with Transportation to park the generator in the 
correct position and energize the lines. 
 
The best way to prepare for this is to help the Best Boy out whenever you have 
nothing else to do on set. Help him keep inventory, repair equipment, and 
organize the truck. Learn about the paperwork that needs to be done and kept 
track of.  
 
You have to be organized to the point of being meticulous. Instead of goofing 
off while there is nothing to be lit on stage, you should be the one who is 
organizing things, cleaning up stingers that aren’t being used, keeping the carts 
in good order, and preparing for future setups. Chances are that the Gaffer will 
notice your work ethic and know that he probably has a good candidate the 
next time his regular Best Boy isn’t available. When you’ve got a reputation for 
being a good Best Boy, the Gaffer and other Electrics know they don’t have to 
worry about your work and can comfortably go about doing their own jobs. 
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